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ASTUDY OF ADJUSTMENT LEVEL AND VALUES OF PRI MARY SCHOOL TEACHERS IN RELATION TO GENDER, RESIDENCE AND TEACHING EXPERIENCE 

Abstract 

'Om Parkash Panwar 

Everv person is facing such siuations for his survival or growth which arises as a result of individual physiological or social needs. Diflerent persons use different ways to satisfy their needs. The strategy used by an individual to manage this need satisfaction is called adjustmenn. IWhen the eforts often individual are successful and satisfjying, then it is good adjustment. But ifa person meets frustration in his efforts continuously the personality adjustment may not be proper. then it might be a case of naladiustment. Adjustment and adaptations are frequently used in the same sense. Initially, 'adaptation 'was used by biologists. It went an attempt to survive in physical conditions ofevironment later on, behavior psychologists came out with the new term odiustnent; denoting a broader concept, that is, adjustment means behavioral reactions to personal demands and social pressures. 

Introduction 

The definition given by Shaffer (1961) has been 
adapted as an operational definition of the term 
adjustment. 

According to Shaffer (1961), "Adjustment is the 
process by which a livin8 organism maintains a 
balance between its needs and the circumstances that 
influence the satisfaction of these needs". 

Shaffer's definition lays stress on needs and their 
satisfaction. Human needs are vital, indispensable and 
urgently requisite. One feels adjusted to the extend 
one needs are gratified or are in the way of being 
gratified. The individual tries to bring changes in his 
circumstances in order to overcome the difficulties in 
the realization of his needs. Sometimes, he reduces 

the quantum of his needs so that he may feel satisfied 
within the limited resources of his environment. In 

this way, he tries to keep a balance between his needs 
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and the capacity of realization these needs. As long as 
this balance is maintained, he remains adjusted. The 
very moment it is disturbed, he drifts towards 
maladjustment. 

Concept of Values 
The values are important determinants of human 
behavior. They are so called as the individual part of 
his inner life. When we speak of attaching a high 
value to a articular idea or feeling. We mean that the 

idea or feeling experts. We mean than the idea or 
feeling experts a considerable force investigating and 
directing behavior. Every individual has some 
experiences, which increase with the lapsing time, 
individual from a few principles of their own conduct 

based on their experience which convert the whole 
life into a mode of philosophy which originates a 

specific are of living and provides guidelines for 
action. 
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"Value is something which pervades everything. It 

determines the meaning of the world as a whole. 

They are the important factors which predict the 

future of man. 

Values determine the meaning of every person, every 

event and every action. Even the smallest change 

introduced in the world by an agent has a value 

moment. 

"Values represent the interiorized more or the 

subjective appreciation of what is good, worthwhile 

and excellent behavior." So values have a specific role 

in the man's life. They are essentially social products 

which guide the individual in his adjustment to social 

reality. Set of values refers to the presuppositions of 

man by which direct his action along one dimension 
of behavior rather than either. 

An important objective of education is to shape the 
personality of its students into personality of its 
students into professional world and develop 

desirable values in them in adjustment top social 
reality. For developing desirable values in them, the 

knowledge of their value patterns is necessary. Thus, 
in the present study an attempt has been done to 
make a comprehensive study of the value patterns of 
male and female primary school teachers of rural and 
urban area. 

Objectives 
1. To study the level of adjustment of primary 
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school teachers. 

To compare the level of adijustment of urban and 
rural primary school teachers. 
To compare the level of adjustment of high 
experienced and low experienced primary school 
teachers. 

To compare the level of adjustment of male and 
female primary school teachers. 
To study the values of primary school teachers. 
To compare the values of urban and rural 

primary school teachers. 
To compare the values of high teaching 
experienced and low teaching experienced 
primary school teachers. 
To compare the values of male and female 

primary school teachers. 

Hypotheses 
1. 

2. 

3 

4 

5. 

6. 

1 
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There is no significant difference in the level of 

3. 

adjustment of male and female primary school 
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teachers. 

There is no significant difference in the Jevel of adjustment of rural and urban primary school teachers. 

There is no significant difference in the level of 
adjustment among high experienced and low experienced primary school teachers. 

Delimitations of the Study 

There is no significant difference in the values of 
male and female primary school teachers. 

The present study was delimited to the followings: 
The present study was delimited to the teachers 
adjustment and values paterns only. 

There is no significant difference in the values of 
rural and urban primary school teachers. 
There is no significant difference in values of 
high experienced and low experienced primary 
school teachers. 

100 primary school teachers (male and female) 
both working in rural and urban school had 
been selected. 

The study was delimited to the district 
Jhajar(Haryana) only. 
The study was confined to the primary school 
teachers only. 

Research Methodology 
The first task in any investigation is to select 
appropriate methodology of research. For the present 
study descriptive method was used to investigate the 
adjustment of primary school teachers and their value 
pattern in relation with sex, teaching experience and 
residence. 

Population 
All the governnment primary school teachers of 

district Jhajjar constituted the population of the 
present study. 

Sample 
Most of the educational phenomena consists of large 
number of units, It is not feasible to contact each and 

every element of the population. The investigator 
had to contact some individuals only who could 

present the whole population is called the sample. 



Sampling is the process by which relatively small 
number of individuals is selected in order lo find out 
something about the entire population from it was 
selected, In other words it is small representation of 
the large w whole. In the present research 100 
yovernment primary school teachers constituted the 

of ldustment Level and Talues of Primary School Teachers in Relation lo Gender, Residence and Teaching Experience 

Ruralfinury Teacher (S0) 

Mal 

25 

Female 

Adjustment by Gender: 

(100 primary school teachers) 

Group 

Male 

Female 

Total Sample 

Adjustment by Residence: 

Group 

Urban Prinary Teacher (50) 

Urban 

Rural 

Male 

25 

Means S.Ds. and t-values Adjustment of Male and female Primary School Teachers 

Mean 

57.78 

There exists no significant difference between the 
level of adjustment of male and female primary 
school teachers. Both are equally adjusted. No 

55.10 

Fenale 

Mean 

25 

55.66 

57.22 

S.D. 

The results indicate that the rural primary school 
teachers and urban primary school teachers have no 
Significant difference in this respect. Both are equally 
adjusted so the hy pothes is Il which is that there is no 

5.60 

5.85 

S.D. 

Tools Used 

6.24 

Selection of the suitable instruments of tools is of vital importance for the collection of data in any research work. Different tools used for collection of 
data and for various kinds of informations. One may 
use one or more of tools according to the purpose of 
the study. For the present investigation the 
investigator used the following tools: Teacher 
Adjustment Inventory (TAI) by Mangal (1987). 

5.40 

Statistical Techniques Used 
Mean, S.D. and t-test were used for analysis and 
interpretation of data in the present study. 

Means S.Ds. and t-value of Adjustment of Rural and Urban area Primary School Teachers 

Main Finding 
The main finding of the study were 

SEM 

.79 

.83 

significant difference was observed between the male 
and female primary school teachers an adjustment. 

SEM 

t-value 

.88 

1.03 

.76 

t-value 

1.33 

significance difference in the level of adjustment 
between rural and urban primary school teachers is 
not rejected. 

sample for investigation on the basis of simple 
random sampling. 
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Adjustment by Teaching Experience: 

Vshes 

There exists, however, significant ditference between 

the level of adjustment of primary school teachers 

having high teaching experienced and having low 

Values in Male rimary School Teachers and Female 

Irimary School Teachers: 

Aesheti 

Table showing nnean, SD's and't' value of Male & 

Female Primary School Teachers 

Pewer 
Fanly 
estige 
Halt 

Means S.Ds. and (-value of Adjustment among high 

Group 

Rekgios 
Soial 
Demerac 1402 | N 

1064 |\ 

Values 

Teachers having High Teaching ENperienced 

Teachers with low Teaching Experienced 

Knenedge 1$3 
Hedoniso 926 

Religious 
Social 

Powe 

Aalk hìmary Scho Female himary Schoo 

Family 

Teacher 

Mean Rank SD SENt Mean Rank SD 

Prestige 

Teaches 

Health 

10.5 

I198 |\ 

1602 |! 

Desnoaaic 14.10 IV 
Asthetic 1.40 

Economic 9.16 LX 
Koowladge| IS28 

Hedonistic 

|3.62 
2.91 

10 s4 VI 

0SI1084V 

I 

0.37 
4S 

L10 0,4 
22 31 

S4X 

1464 

00 7.98 
L0048 

l1.98 | VI 

|3.57 |0.50 15 SO |I 

14S0 

Rural Prhnay Schooltban Iina 
Teachets |Teacher 

223E2 

The significant difference was found in aesthetic, 
hedonistic and family prestige values. On religious 
social, democratic, economical knowledge, power and 
health values, no significant difference was observed. 

Values in Rural Primary School Teachers and Urban 

Primary School Teachers 

|033 

Table showing mean, SD's and't' value of Principal 
School Teachers of Rural and Urban 

3.20 045 12.54 
60 0S1 

)44 

10 S0 VI 

294 0.42 862 
14.82 

L40 0.4S 

0.49 
2.32 

0 

2.97 

16.10 || 

2.97 

SEM - level 

0.42 
0.49 

0.261 | NS. 
1.81 0.05 

2.1S 
3. 29 

Primary School Teachers 

0S4 

.16 0.45 

045 

.64 

School 

J46 049 
0.48 

ae of 

0.471 NS 
|0.821 N.S 

0.91N.S. 
0.08 

1S7 NS. 
0.764| N.S, 

1.93 |0.05 

041 

0 s0 

Level 
value of 

Sign 
0 360 NS. 

2.06 009 
0674NS. 

0393 NS 
0.8S2 | NS 
0.70) N.S 

02 005 

0.S10 NS 

0331NS 

teaching experienced and low 

Mean 

59,76 

52.98 

( 

Values 

Relhghas 

S.D. 

Ikuat 
Acsthetie 

4.15 

Hdonist 
ower 

5.37 

Piesthg 
Health 

teachiny, experienced. So the hypothesis |l is tejeted. 
Teacher with high teaching eperience are found to b 
more adjusted then those with lesser teachin 
experienve. 

The significant difference was found in social and 
hedonistie values. No signiticant difference was 
observed in religious, democratic, aesthetic, economic 
knowledge, family prestige and health values. Rural 
Primary school teachers are more social and 
hedonistic than the urban arca primary school 
teachers. 

SEM 

Values in High Teaching Experienced Irimary School 
Teachers and Low Teaching Experienced Primary 

School Teachers 

.58 

Table showing mean, SD's and't' value of High 
Teaching experienced and Low Teaching Experienced 
I'rimary School Teacher 

77 

twaches. 

10 68 \I 

14 

teaching experienced 

(-value 

7.08 

Teachets nith High TeachùngTeaches nith low Teachag 

Ey 
MeunRauk SD 

0.48 

SENM Afeau:kSD 

|048 

0$$ 10.1VU 
03 |042 

|0.81 

SEM 
alueo 

Signitiant ditterence vas observed in vonomi and 

knowledge values, No signiicant ditterenwe was 

observed in religious, social, democratic, asthete 

hedonistic, power and family prestige value. low 

leachiny experienced ST have more onomic value 

than the high teaching experiened Primary swhool 

teachers but high eyerielCed teachers are litterent 

knowledye value, They have more knowledge value 

than the low teaching periewed Prnary school 

Mean Rank SD SEM Moan | Rank 

3600SI T0307 NS 

0 068 NS 



Conclusions 
, the basis ol inteprelation ot data, it may be 

,luaded that there is n0 sgnitivant difforence 
luc!wecn the level of adjustment ol primary chool 
isuher y gendor that is, in caNe of male and female 
a ural and urban ares, Only siynificaut differee 
WAN fomd betwveCn teachers having high tewhine 

Neiene ond teachers haviny low toachiue 
Nriewe. Imens hat teachers with moro thon 10 

veUs ot tahing eNperiewe ore better adjusted than 
tvhes vith less than T0 yearN of toachine 

S iviene.Gender-wise the signiticant difference was 
lund on aesthetic, hedonistic and family prestige 
valucs. On religious, social, democratic, cconomie 
Anowledge, power and health values, no significant 
dittenwe was observed. The significant difference wa% 
lound in social and hedonistic values, No significant 
itterence was observed in religious, denmocratic. 
aesthetic, cvonomic knowledge, tamily prestige ond 

health values. Rural and primary school teachers are 
more social and hedonistic than the urban area 
primary school teachers. In terms of residence 
signiticant difference was observed on social and 
hedonistie values. No significant difference was 
observed in religious, democratic, aesthetic, economic, 
kowledge, tamily prestige and health values. Rural 
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Prmary nchool eheo ar fmore ocial and 

lwdontic thon the utban prinary chool teachers. 
yotleAnt iffetence wns oberved on econonic and 

knowledge values on the basis of teaching 
"xpeiee. No nigoilcant difference was oberved in 
religiouh, nochal, demoratic, aesthetie hedonistic, 
POwer and family pestige value, Low tenching, 

eNperienced primary school techers have more 
ovonomic value than the high teaching experien ed 
Prmory sehool techers but hiyh experienced teachers 
nre different on knowledge value. They yave priority 
to know ledge value than the low teaching 
experienced primary school teachers. 

Educatlonal Implications 
The findings have important educational implications 
for oll teachers of the district as well as in other 
districts. The findings may be particularly useful for 
educational planner, thinkers, demographers, teachers, 
cducators, psychologists, administrators and policy 
makers especilly concerned with the preparations of 
teachers, teacher profiles and their selection for 
admission of teacher training, courses as well as for 
their selection as regular school teachers. 
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